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We are living in a world surrounded by concrete elements of globalization and searching 
for local identity has become critical in shaping our physical environment. Cities are 
hosting stereotypical parks shaped by the same rules and same stylistic endeavor lack 
of local variables and forms although the elements of landscape are strongly tied to the 
local parameters both physical, social & cultural. Design as a cultural act, has the power 
to investigate the best possible solutions that fit in to the local context with different 
methodologies. At the same time, it can be manipulative that imposes typical images on 
people to create, reconstruct the idea of nature. Moving from this statement, Landscape 
Design III Studio will focus on urban parks within geographical context. The Studio will 
discuss the role of “large parks” for 21st century cities and investigate how a park design 
can add value to the city by including local variable and site sensitive approaches based 
on eco-region concept. The studio introduces landscape design process by using different  
methods, constructed over a design research. Different sites selected from different 
eco regions of Turkey, will be given to the students. Students will be asked to develop 
landscape design projects which reflects site-sensitive approaches (micro-climatically, 
socially, culturally, physically etc.) to the site. It is expected that each design proposal will 
generate a design knowledge and portrays the existing park typologies of Turkey at the 
selected city scales.

A Narrative for Transformation
Large Parks

Eco-regions and Cities
1. Marmara transition zone- BALIKESİR
2. Aegeon Region- İZMİR
3. Mediterrenean ecologic zone (West)- ANTALYA
4. Mediterrenean ecologic zone (East)-ADANA
5. Mediterrenean transition zone- DENİZLİ
6. Aegeon Region -BALIKESİR
7. Terresterial Mid-Anatolia ecologic zone -North- ESKİŞEHİR
8. Blacksea ecologic region- SAMSUN
9. Terresterial East Anatolia region- VAN
10. Southeast Anatolia transition zone- GAZİANTEP
11. Southeast Anatolia transition zone - URFA

from regıon to desıgn
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The middle area cleared for the existing bridge construction is an open space 
between two groves. The grid system, which intervenes in a way to combine and 
reconnect these two grove textures, which used to be united, and weaves the park 
textures, provides a transition from an informal lanhuahe to a formal one. Some of 
the open green areas located around the water corridor built into the grid system 
are used for human activities, while others are left as habitat functional areas. Bird 
species that feed on fish species passing through the water corridor settle and nest 
in these habitat areas.

ZEYNEP KARAMAN

WATER: AS AN 
ECO-INFRASTRUCTURAL ROUTE 
ESKİŞEHİR
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This green belt can guide and accompany you until you go to the edge of the river. This is the first step of design. The next step 
is to define the pedestrian paths. The entrance points of the parking area are determined and these points are connected with 
each other and form pedestrian paths. The second step to design is to begin by defining the interface between the project 
area and the city. When we examine the area more closely, we will realize that there are different and diverse textures. There 
are many schools around the project area, and there is an old historical sugar factory on the north side of the area also dense 
residential texture on the west and south parts. There are high schools, primary schools, secondary schools and kindergartens 
in this housing texture area. The park, which will be designed on the inferences made from these analyzes, is divided into 
zones within itself. In order to appeal to the residential texture in the western and southern parts, public and picnic areas were 
designed on these sides. As we said, there is a historical Sugar Factory in the northern region. A trace of the industrial area was 
also requested to continue in the area, so the north of the project area was reserved as an industrial area. Thus, this area and 
the sugar factory will be located mutually and there will be a user flow between the two areas. In the industrial area, there are 
cubical playgrounds, colorful seating areas, open-air exhibitions, steel structure, wall exhibits and old machines.

Why are we so far from the 

water while we are so

close? Why is the element 

of water such a part of life in 

Amsterdam or Venice, but not 

in Eskişehir? The

difference is that in Amsterdam 

or Venice, the water element 

spreads over the land, but this 

is not the case in Eskişehir.

ZEYNEP KARAMAN

THE PATCHES
ESKİŞEHİR
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Productive landscape areas 

are the form of the landscape 

that results in production and 

obtaining food resources, and 

at the same time, they are the 

areas where the people of the 

city sometimes work voluntarily 

with the grower, and sometimes 

they cultivate on their own or 

as a group and interact with 

nature. This concept formed 

the main elements in the 

project.

DAMLA NUR KARAKOYUN

PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPES
DENIZLI, AKCAY STREAM
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DENIZLI

A gateway between the 
Aegean and Mediterra-
nean region

Denizli is an industrial 
city in the southwestern 
part of Turkey and the 
eastern end of the alluvi-
al valley formed by the 
river Büyük Menderes, 
where the plain reaches 
an elevation of about 
350m.
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YUNUS EMRE 
PARK

CAMLIK PARK

330.000 m2.

ADALET PARK

162.554 m2.

INCILIPINAR PARK

174.000 M2.

SEVINDIK VADI 
PARK

92.200 M2.

AKVADI PARK

700.000 M2.
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Pınus nıgra
Pınus brutıa 

Cedrus deodora 
Juniperus communis

Quercus robur
Platanus Orıentalıs

Castanea sativa
Alnus glutinosa

Fraxinus excelsior

plant dıversıty
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summer wınter fall sprıng

adalet park
-chıldren 
playgrounds
-sport areas
-amphı theater
-pıcnıc areas
-recreatıon

akcay stream
-the water of the 
stream ıs used
ın the adalet park
-ıt ıs a water that 
ıncreases 
accordıng to 
precıpıtatıon and
flows weakly ın 
summer
-the stream drıes 
up at certaın tımes
-the flow rate ıs 
very low because
the waters feedıng 
the stream are
regenerated or 
connected to the
water network
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GREEN AREAS - PARK TYPOLOGIES
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GREEN SPACES

RECREATION

FOCUS AREAS

ACTIVITY

integrating people 
with nature

social connectıons

designing an area 
aiming to minimize 
the damage caused 
by humans to nature

taking advantage
of the soıl

structure of the
land in design

Agricultural
activities can be

ıncluded

community gardens 
can be designed

A circulation can
be created by

determining the focal
areas where the main

human activity will
be and connecting them
with green walking axes

natural amphı systems

experıencıng nature

natural pıcnıc areas

PRODUCTIVE URBAN LANDSCAPE

children
playgrounds

bıke roads
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mını zones

formal zıg-zags

ınformal grıds

outskırts
urban sprawl
ıneffıcıent lans use
abandoned parcels

dynamıc productıve landscape
recreatıonal needs
collaboratıve town
ıncreased ınterests ın agrıculture
socıal welfare

soıl structure

agrıculture

plant dıversıty

geologıcal structure

Strenghts

Weakness

Oppurtunıtıes

Threats

existing unused green spaces

roads around the area

need for public space

agricultural occupation and 
the availability of land for 

agriculture

rapıd populatıon growth

forest and nature destructıon

unconscıous use of pıcnıc areas

lack of water in the stream
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ANALYSIS

vegetatıon
woods 59%

cultivated land 
43%

meadows and 
pastures 10%
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distribution
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According to the climate data, 
an increase in the water in the 
stream can be observed, being 
more intense in December and 
January.

fıeld crops 80%

fruıt 9%

vegetable 3%

vıneyard 8%

december In December, the 
waters rise with 

the effect of 
increasing 

precipitation.

vegetatıonrıperıan zone

august
dense
vegetatıon

rıperıan zone
Due to the 
decreasing 

precıpıtatıon,
the water level 

decreases in August.
rıperıan zone

vegetatıon zone

flood stage

wınter / fall level

summer level

INFERENCES

-middle-aged and young 
population dominate in 
the region.

-agriculture is highly 
developed and the soils 
are quite suitable for 
agriculture.

-most of the economy is 
provided by agriculture.

-there is a lot of students 
in the area.

-ıt is a heavily traded area.

-residential area.

-agricultural activities were 
observed in the region.

SUGGESTIONS

-improved farmland and 
perception of agriculture.

-workshop areas for people 
and students involved in the 
region.

-connectıon with the adalet 
park located within the 
district.

-social activities that 
strengthen the neighborhood 
structure.

-physical activity areas.

-connecting zones and 
strengthening people's 
connection with nature.
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In particular, the ecological values of the area (water of the stream, climate and 
precipitation graphics, soil structure), user profiles, and the social and economic 
life shaped around it were examined. As a result of these, various inferences were 
made. In line with all these inferences, it has been observed that there is a dense 
neighborhood structure in the region, the young population is more and the people 
of the region are engaged in agriculture on their own on fertile soils. It has been 
determined that agriculture has a great importance in the region and the lands 
are generally suitable for this. Readings and researches have shown that many 
different fruits and vegetables are suitable for growing in Denizli soil. In this context, 
“agriculture” has been an important starting point in this project process. At the same 
time, it has been deduced that students are concentrated around this area. In this 
sense, the user profile review has been a decisive and important point in the functions 
to be added to the design. Secondly, the big parks, their functions and forms were 
examined throughout the Denizli region. Comments have been developed on which 
activities people concentrate more on within the scope of their region. Examination 
of the green areas throughout the region supported the search for form in the design 
process.

In addition to all these, the Akcay Stream passing through the area has a great ecological value. Adding a more natural value to this 
creek and using it as a natural corridor in the city is a design approach adopted for this project. Social activities, physical activities, 
agricultural areas (community gardens) are also aimed to disperse around this circulation. With the bridged roads, people will be 
able to reach all areas of the region and will be able to take a walk on the relaxing effect of the water. In areas where the bridge is 
connected and the topography is harmonious, they will be able to experience the rising and falling water on the stratified terraces 
and maybe relax here and watch the beauty of the natural scenery. The binding in this area has also been supported by the 
bicycle path, thus it is aimed to encourage people to physical activity. Considered as a city corridor, Akcay Stream also connects 
two large areas. These areas were evaluated as “focal points”. One of the focal points, Adalet Park, has been a starting point in the 
design process of the second focal point in terms of its function and form. In this context, sports facilities, amphitheater system, 
exhibition road, picnic decks, farmers markets, children’s playgrounds and sports areas are among the functions of the second 
focal point. Various workshops, concerts, festivals and student exhibitions can be held in this large recreation area. This project 
promises people a flow in nature and over water. At the same time, it is aimed to revise the existing agricultural perception in the 
area and present it to the users again. Thus, it is predicted that the ecological value of the area will increase. In this project, social 
life, social bonding and communication between different user profiles, naturalness, flow, education, trade and agriculture are 
emphasized. Thus, it was thought that the existing social life would become stronger.
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